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ABSTRACT

Colon cancer is the third most commonly diagnosed type of cancer in the US. In recent years, however, early
diagnosis and treatment have caused a significant rise in the five year survival rate. Preventive screening is
often performed by colonoscopy (endoscopic inspection of the colon mucosa). Narrow Band Imaging (NBI) is
a novel diagnostic approach highlighting blood vessel structures on polyps which are an indicator for future
cancer risk.

In this paper, we review our automated inter- and intra-observer independent system for the automated
classification of polyps into hyperplasias and adenomas based on vessel structures to further improve the
classification performance. To surpass the performance limitations we derive a novel vessel segmentation ap-
proach, extract 22 features to describe complex vessel topologies, and apply three feature selection strategies.

Tests are conducted on 286 NBI images with diagnostically important and challenging polyps (10mm
or smaller) taken from our representative polyp database. Evaluations are based on ground truth data
determined by histopathological analysis. Feature selection by Simulated Annealing yields the best result
with a prediction accuracy of 96.2% (sensitivity: 97.6%, specificity: 94.2%) using eight features.

Future development aims at implementing a demonstrator platform to begin clinical trials at University
Hospital Aachen.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Statistics published by the American Cancer Society show that roughly 150,000 new cases of colon cancer are
diagnosed and about 50,000 people die of the disease in the United States each year.1 However, employment
of today’s diagnostic tools led to a significant rise in the five year survival rate. Early diagnosis and treatment,
for which regular screening is a prerogative, are keys to prevention of or successful recovery from colon cancer.

Screening is often performed by an endoscopic inspection of the colon mucosa (colonoscopy). A flexible
tube with a camera tip is inserted into the colon and a live video image is presented to the medical practitioner.
The observer’s task is to identify, classify, and if necessary remove polyps.

Three kinds of polyps have to be differentiated. Hyperplasias are benign polyps and are, thus, left in
place unless they are obstructing the digestive process. Adenoma are benign polyps, too, but are known to
have a tendency to develop cancer in the course of five to ten years.2 Therefore, they are removed during
colonoscopy. However, polyp resection (polypectomy) is sometimes associated with side effects such as, e.g.,
severe bleedings or colon perforation.3 Cancerous carcinoma are left in the colon until the whole section
surrounding the tumor can be removed surgically to minimize the risk of spreading cancer.
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Clinical trials investigating polyp classification for different modalities show very high accuracies for
Narrow Band Imaging (NBI)4,5 which is an illumination technique increasing the contrast of blood vessels.6

To this end a blue light band at 415nm and a green one at 540nm which are strongly absorbed by hemoglobin
are emitted by the endoscope’s light source.

However, studies also reveal a significant difference between previously untrained or inexperienced ob-
servers and experts as well as intra- and inter-observer dependence.5 Therefore, classification performances
vary noticeably. We develop an automated classification system for colon polyps under NBI illumination
based on surface vessel structures to assist the medical practitioner in their diagnostic decision making.7–9

Our system is designed to offer observer independent information and classification.

The paper is structured as follows. Sec. 2 describes our automated polyp classification system. The vessel
segmentation process is discussed in Sec. 3. Feature extraction and selection are the topic of Sec. 4 which is
followed by experimental evaluations presented in Sec. 5. Sec. 6 draws conclusions and offers an outlook on
future research.

2. THE AUTOMATED POLYP CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

We develop an automated polyp classification for images acquired using an Olympus Exera II NBI zoom
endoscope.7 A preprocessing step of the system removes specular reflections. These are caused by light from
the endoscope’s light source being directly reflected into the camera because of the wet colon mucosa and
contain no information concerning the colon surface or submucosal blood vessels.

Prior to removal, the image data is converted into HSV color space. Specular reflections exhibit high
saturation and low value and can therefore be distinguished from other regions with high accuracy and
efficiency.

Windowed background equalization is applied to the grey-scale image to remove illumination variations
and to boost the contrast of structures such as vessels depicted in the image. Subsequently, the Region of
Interest containing the polyp surface is interactively located. An example of a Region of Interest is given in
Fig. 3.

We apply phase symmetry filtering10 by Kovesi whose implementation11 can be configured to specifically
find dark structures on brighter backgrounds. It employs quadrature pairs of Gabor filters at N scales with a
scaling factor m and norient orientations to characterize phase information. The amplitude of the transform
at a given wavelet scale n

An =
√

en2 + on2 (1)

is calculated using the even and odd Gabor filter responses en and on. Noise is assumed to have a constant
level, to be additive, and to primarily affect the smallest wavelet. It is, thus, estimated by Kovesi to have

Figure 1. Comparison of segmentation results: polyp image (left), segmentation results using the method of Stehle et
al.7 (middle) and the proposed algorithm (right)



the energy of this wavelet’s response and effects below this level are ignored. He suggests a noise floor

T = kA0
′

N−1
∑

n=0

1√
mn

(2)

for noise suppression where the factor k is applied as a tuning factor and A0
′ is the mean of the amplitude

An of the transform at scale 0.12 This mean is estimated to be

A0
′ = explogA0 (3)

where logA0 denotes the arithmetic mean of the logarithm of A0. The equation

Sym =

∑N−1
n=0 ⌊[|en| − |on|]− T ⌋

∑

n An + ǫ
(4)

finally yields the symmetry result image sym.

The result of phase symmetry filtering10 is exploited twofold. Firstly, a thresholding and a non-maxima-
suppression algorithm are applied to generate a map of seed points for the front propagation approach Fast
Marching.13 Secondly, it is used as cost matrix. The seed points are the starting positions for the advancing
front which is iteratively moved according to the cost matrix to complete the segmentation. The binary vessel
map which is generated by Fast Marching is used to calculate different features representing form and color
values of the underlying vessels.

In a preliminary approach we used three features and reached a classification rate of 94.6% (sensitivity
100.0%, specificity 84.2%) on a small dataset of 56 selected polyps using a manually inserted linear classi-
fication boundary.7 The same features were applied to a larger test set of 209 polyps where we achieved a
classification accuracy of 85.26% (sensitivity 90.0%, specificity 70.2%) using support vector machines (SVM)
in a one-against-all setup.8 In a further study with a diagnostically more interesting and more challenging test
environment employing a database of 170 polyps of size of 10 mm or less we introduced two additional features
and reached a classification rate of 90.0% (sensitivity 91.2%, specificity 87.7%). Previous results7,8 illustrate
improvements achieved by the introduction of new features and support vector machine classification.

To surpass these previous results, we focus on replacing the vessel segmentation component, creating
additional features and reorganizing feature selection.

3. SEGMENTATION

The Fast Marching algorithm undersegments small vessels to some extent and yields non-smooth vessel
contours. Furthermore, finding acceptable propagation parameters for the wide range of polyp images is
impractical. The results of the phase symmetry filter represent the vessel structures with high detail, but
also include a significant amount of artifacts, clutter and noise. Making segmentation decisions with a single
threshold is a problem which can be described by receiver operating characteristics where increased detection
of structures leads to increased inclusion of clutter and noise as well.

However, hysteresis thresholding circumvents this problem by using a low and a high threshold and
exploiting connectivity. It has been adopted in a wide range of scenarios like the Canny Edge detector14 and
several change detection algorithms such as described by Aach et Condurache.15

Applying hysteresis thresholding to the phase symmetry filter results removes noise, clutter, and artifacts
from the image while retaining all available vessels in high details. The low threshold preserves all structures
as well as fine details and small vessel branches but also includes artifacts, clutter and noise. The second one
focuses on distinct vessels and structures which are, however, often incomplete and fragmented. Furthermore,
changing the scale and resolution of the phase symmetry filter for the two thresholds also allows detection of
a much wider range of vessel geometries. Vessel segmentation results are depicted in Fig. 2. A comparison
between the proposed and the previously published algorithm is depicted in Fig. 3.



Figure 2. Hysteresis thresholding approach to vessel segmentation: (a) NBI image, (b) low threshold results, (c) high
threshold results, and (d) supplemented and connected results after hysteresis thresholding.

4. FEATURE EXTRACTION AND SELECTION

The first development stage of the polyp classification system used three features to describe vessel struc-
tures.7 Further evaluations were performed with five features.8 In cooperation with physicians 22 features
were designed for this study to describe form and appearance of vessel topologies. They characterize vessel
properties such as vessel length, curvature, diameter, underlying color channel values, number of crossings,
or contrast.

The average length of the detected vessels is calculated by

f1 =
Nskeletonpixels

Nvessels

(5)

where Nvessels is the number of vessels in the Region of Interest and Nskeletonpixels is the number of pixels
in the skelezonized vessel structure. The average vessel thickness is determined by

f2 =
nvesselpixels

nskeletonpixels

(6)

where Nvesselpixels is the sum of all pixels in the Region of Interest segmented by the blood vessels. The
average vessel perimeter is calculated by

f3 =

∑Nvessels

m=1 perimeterm
Nvessels

(7)

where perimeterm is the number of 8-connected neighbor pixels of the vessel m. The average gray value
of the blood vessel pixels in the green channel after background equalization (f4) is calculated by summing
up the green color values of the blood vessel pixels and dividing them by the number of the blood vessel
pixels. The feature f5 is similar to the previous feature, however, it is restricted to centerline pixels only.
The fraction of the surface covered by blood vessels is given by

f6 =
sumvesselpixels

nroipixels

(8)



Figure 3. Segmentation results: top row: Polyp 1, bottom row: Polyp 2, left column: NBI image, middle column:
phase symmetry filter and Fast Marching (PS+FM), right column: phase symmetry filter and hysteresis thresholding
(PS+HT).

where Nroipixels is the size of the Region of Interest (as described in Sec. 2 and illustrated in Fig. 3) in pixels
.

f7 =
f3

nroipixels

(9)

returns the average vessel perimeter f3 normalized to the Region of Interest.

Feature f8 evaluates the area completely enclosed by blood vessels. It is normalized to the Region of
Interest. Features f9, f10, and f11 are similar to feature f5, but the image data used is the red, green, and
blue color channel respectively without background equalization. The size of the smallest convex polygon
which can contain each vessel in pixels is calculated for every blood vessel and the average is recorded in
feature f12. The feature f13 characterizes the number of node points (vessel intersections) on the polyp
surface.

The maximum internal energy of a vessel in the Region of interest calculated by

f14 = max
l=1...Nvessels

Kl
∑

k=1

[(

sk,l
2
xx

+ sk,l
2
yy

)

/ |sk,l|
]

(10)

where Kl is the number of sections delimited by node points of the vessel l, sk,l is vessel section k of vessel
l, and sk,lxx and sk,lxx are the second derivatives of specific vessel sections.

Results of the phase symmetry filter for blood vessel pixels are averaged in feature f15 and the contrast of
the blood vessels in feature f16. The standard deviation of the contrast values of the blood vessels is recorded
in feature f17. The feature f18 holds the average number of nodes per vessel normalized to the respective
vessel length. Feature f19 is determined by

f19 =

∑Nvessels

m=1 borderm
Nvessels

(11)



where borderm is the number of 4-connected border pixels of the vessel m.

A characteristic polyp surface area is determined for the last three features. It has a size of 150×150 pixels
and contains the most blood vessel pixels in the image. The feature f20 counts the number of blood vessel
pixels in the characteristic surface area. Feature f21 measures the average blood vessel thickness similar to
f2. Finally, the strength of the main orientation of the blood vessels in the characteristic area is represented
in feature f22.

However, classification using a brute force approach where all possible combinations of the features are
tested to find the best feature set is computationally prohibitive with n = 22 features (2n − 1 = 4, 194, 303
possible combinations). Thus, three techniques for selecting the best combination from a range of features
are investigated with our classification algorithm.

Sequential Forward Feature Selection (SFFS) starts with determining the single best feature and consec-
utively adds the best performing features.16 Analogously, Sequential Backward Feature Elimination (SBFE)
starts with all features in the combination and consecutively removes the features whose removal yields the

best classification result.16 Both SFFS and SBFE calculate only n(n−1)
2 = 253 feature combinations if started

with n = 22 features.

A third algorithm is inspired by probabilistic meta-heuristic Simulated Annealing (SA).17 During each
iteration the algorithm determines randomly whether a feature is added to, replaced in or removed from
the current feature set. The resulting classification performance is compared to thresholds which are itera-
tively adapted. However, depending on the progression of the algorithm and previous feature combinations,
transition to lower classification results is possible to avoid local maxima.

5. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

Our representative polyp database currently consists of more than 1200 polyps which are between 1mm
and 120mm in size and were acquired using different endoscopic systems in the last five years. Each polyp
is attributed with a histopathological evaluation which is regarded as ground truth. 286 polyps of which
159 are adenomatous and 127 are hyperplastic met the following criteria: image taken using the Olympus
CF-Q160ZI Zoom endoscope, NBI mode, sufficient image quality and polyp size of 10 mm or smaller.

Tab. 1 compares the original algorithm with five features and the new segmentation approach both with
the same five features and with 22 features using different feature selection strategies. The best result in
the one-against-all evaluations was achieved by SA using only eight features (96.2% accuracy). The selected
features were average vessel length (f1), average value of the blood vessel pixels in the green channel after
background equalization (f4), average vessel perimeter normalized to the Region of Intereset (f7), average
value of the centerline pixels in the red (f9) and green (f10) channel after background equalization, contrast
of the blood vessels (f16), average number of nodes per vessel normalized to the respective vessel length (f18),
and strength of the main orientation of the blood vessels in the characteristic area (f22).

Table 1. Classification results for 286 polyps with a size of 10 mm or smaller - first row: phase symmetry filter and Fast
Marching with five features (PS+FM), second row: hysteresis thresholding with five features (PS+HT), third row:
hysteresis thresholding with 13 features selected by SFFS (PS+HT+SFFS), fourth row: hysteresis thresholding with
nine features selected by SBFE (PS+HT+SBFE), last row: hysteresis thresholding and eight features determined by
SA (PS+HT+SA).

Setup Number of features Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity
PS+FM 5 76.6% 80.7% 70.8%
PS+HT 5 85.7% 93.4% 75.0%
PS+HT+SFFS 13 93.4% 94.0% 92.5%
PS+HT+SBFE 9 94.1% 95.8% 91.7%
PS+HT+SA 8 96.2% 97.6% 94.2%



6. CONCLUSION

We reviewed our automatic inter- and intra-observer independent system for colon polyp classification and
replaced the segmentation component to further improve the performance. 22 features were used to describe
the vessel structure of the image and three feature selection strategies were employed to find the best possible
combination as a full search is computationally prohibitive. The segmentation algorithm presented in this
paper improved the polyp classification accuracy from 76.6% (PS+FM) to 85.7% (PS+HT). Simulated An-
nealing led to the best results with an accuracy of 96.2% (sensitivity: 97.6%, specificity: 94.2%, PS+HT+SA)
using a combination of eight features.

Test were performed with 286 pictures from our representative polyp image database with associated
histopathological ground truth data. The outcome is comparable to the performance of expert observers4,8

while the applied test set is genuinely representative for the clinical case. Hence, the next steps will include a
study in cooperation with several experienced colonoscopists and the development of a demonstrator system
for clinical trials.
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